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I like these cards for the pictures and large letters and think in a few more months they'll be more

appropriate for us. For now, he's young and he's really into touching and feeling and these cards

don't have anything to touch or feel. Most of the pictures use that sparkle/shiny paper on portions of

the object - like the school bus windows are silver shiny paper, the front grill of the car is shiny

paper. Out of the 16 cards, 10 have the sparkle/shiny paper as the sensory object and only 6 have

an actual texture for touching. But even for the 6 that do have cool texture for touching, they're

either duplicate textures (both the sail boat and the hot air ballon use the same fabric) or it covers

such a limited space. Like for the bicycle, the seat is a cool bumpy texture but the seat is so darn

small so it's not even worth pointing out the texture difference. I like these cards for learning the

names of things and as something to toss in my diaper bag for a car ride distraction. But for "touch

and feel" these cards fall short.

Like the other "touch and feel" cards, baby enjoys playing with these. As far as using them as

flashcards, they are fine - with text on the back to guide you. The only thing that is odd is some of

the choices of vehicles they've included. For example, they have "police motorcycle" rather than

"motorcycle." For a "my first" set of flashcards, you'd think they'd keep it to the simplest terms.

These flash cards are very well made. They are large and relatively thick, so they are easy for my

15-month-old daughter to hold. They stand up to some pretty rough treatment. The images look like

what they are supposed to be depicting (unlike some flash cards). The cards are colorful and

attractive, and my daughter actually asks my husband and I to play with her using these cards--if

she can see them on the shelf or counter, then she'll point and act excited. Very cute.We own all of

the Touch & Feel Picture Card sets (First Words, Animals, Numbers and Counting, Shapes and

Colors, and Farm). By far, this is our least favorite of all the sets. The pictures are very detailed and

difficult for young children to identify. The angles are also unusual. For "car," the picture is a

head-on shot of the front of a car, which doesn't really look that much like a car. The same is true for

the fire truck card. There's a card for "police motorcycle" but not one for just a plain motorcycle. All

in all, though, these are beautifully designed cards that we use every day.

My 2yr old son loves these flashcards. He grabs the box and brings it to me all the time so we go

through them. He has learned the name on each flashcards and loves looking at the different

texture, and graphics on each.



I have purchased the animals & 1st words series, along with now the things that go. This is by far

the most unimpressive cards of the three. Almost all of the touch/feel aspects of each card is only

some sort of shiny part of that object. I believe 3 or 4 were actually a different surface to feel. And

even more disappointing is the choice of angles that they used to show that item. For instance, the

car, train, & fire truck are all front shots, which in my opinion, doesnt give a younger toddler a good

representation of what that vehicle actually looks like. It still got two stars because they are of great

quality & have stood up to the occasional teething toddler who bites on the cards, and the case is

great to store them in, not all flash cards have that convenience. But I certainly would not

recommend the "things that go".

I am a Speech-Language Pathologist and I can tell you that these are used in therapy! These are

amazing cards because they are big, tactile, and have the words printed boldly. My daughter who is

1 year-old has Down syndrome so we use these cards weekly to help develop her language skills.

These cards are a must to help with receptive and expressive language skills.

I also own the First Words and Animal series. I prefer those over Things That Go. These don't have

as much sensoryâ€¦ more shiny paper than anything. There are a few that are coolâ€¦ the digger, the

tractorâ€¦ but these are mostly ordinary picture cards. There is also quite a few different kinds of

boatsâ€¦ and for my two year old I would have like to see more of a variety of other kinds of

transportation. Like the other sets, these are well made on thick card stock. The box serves as a

nice storage container for these cards. Although I am personally not as impressed by this set, I'll

likely buy more in this series because my son love them.

Always great! These set are awesome! They make such good learning tools and help introduce

words and concepts to kid. I love them. I've bought about 6 set in the series and they hold up well.

They also capture the attention of kids from 2 m old and up to early readers. These should be a

stable for any parent.
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